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We consider the reordering buffer problem on a line consisting of n equidistant points. We 
show that, for any constant δ, an (offline) algorithm that has a buffer (1 − δ) · k performs 
worse by a factor of �(log n) than an offline algorithm with buffer k. In particular, this 
demonstrates that the O (logn)-competitive online algorithm MovingPartition by Gamzu 
and Segev (2009) [9] is essentially optimal against any offline algorithm with a slightly 
larger buffer.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the reordering buffer problem, requests arrive in an online fashion at the points of a metric space and have to be 
served by an algorithm. An algorithm has a single server kept at a point of the metric space and is equipped with a finite 
buffer, whose capacity is denoted by k. The buffer is used to give the algorithm a possibility of serving requests in a different 
order. Namely, at any time, there can be at most k unprocessed requests, and once their number is exactly k, the algorithm 
has to move its server to the position of a pending request of its choice. The request is then considered served and removed 
from the buffer. The goal is to minimize the total distance traveled by the server.

The problem was coined by Räcke et al. [1] and the currently best algorithm for general metric spaces is a randomized 
O (log n · log k)-competitive strategy [2,3], where n is the number of points in a metric space. Most of the research focused 
however on specific metric spaces, such as uniform metrics [1,4,5], stars [6–8] or lines of n equidistant points [9,10].

1.1. Two-stage approach

One of the straightforward ways to attack the problem is by a two-stage approach: (i) compare an online algorithm to 
an optimal offline algorithm that has a smaller buffer h < k and (ii) bound the ratio between optimal offline algorithms 
equipped with buffers h and k. Such an approach was successfully executed by Englert and Westermann [5] for uniform 
metrics. They constructed an online algorithm Map (with a buffer k) that is 4-competitive against Opt(k/4), where Opt(s)
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denotes the optimal offline algorithm with buffer s. Subsequently, they showed that on any instance the costs of Opt(k/4)

and Opt(k) can differ by a factor of at most O (log k). This implies that Map is O (4 · log k) = O (log k)-competitive.
As shown by Aboud [11], for the uniform metric space the relation between Opt(k/4) and Opt(k) cannot be asymp-

totically improved, which excludes the option of beating the ratio O (log k) by the described two-stage process. Note that 
this does not rule out the possibility of decreasing the ratio by another approach. Indeed, subsequent works gave im-
proved results, essentially resolving the uniform metric case for deterministic algorithms: Adamaszek et al. [6] gave an 
O (

√
log k)-competitive deterministic strategy and showed that the competitive ratio of every deterministic algorithm is 

�(
√

log k/ log log k).

1.2. Two-stage approach for line metrics (our result)

Arguably, the most uncharted territory is the line metric, or more specifically, a line graph consisting of n equidistant 
sites. There, the lower bound on the competitive ratio is only 2.154 [9]. On the other hand, the best known strategy is an 
O (log n)-competitive algorithm MovingPartition by Gamzu and Segev [9]. Note that achieving an upper bound of O (k) is 
possible for any metric space [5], and hence the competitive ratio for line metrics is O (min{k, log n}). In this paper, we show 
that it is not possible to improve this bound by the two-stage approach described above, by proving the following result.

Theorem 1. Fix a line consisting of n equidistant sites, any k, and any constant δ ∈ (0, 1). There exists an input sequence on which the 
ratio between the costs of Opt(k) and Opt((1 − δ) · k) is at least �(min{k, log n}).

Our result has additional consequences for the two known online algorithms for the reordering buffer problem: Moving-

Partition [9] and Pay [3].
A straightforward modification of the analysis in [9] shows that MovingPartition is in fact O ((h/k) · log n)-competitive 

against an optimal offline algorithm that has a larger buffer h > k. Our result implies that, assuming log n = O (k), for 
h = k · (1 + ε) and a fixed ε > 0, this ratio is asymptotically optimal.

Similarly, algorithm Pay [3] achieves a competitive ratio of O ((h/k) · (log D + log k)) on trees with hop-diameter D , and 
hence it is O ((h/k) · (log n + log k))-competitive when applied to a line metric. Therefore, Pay is asymptotically optimal for 
line metrics when n = O (k) and h = k · (1 + ε) for a fixed ε > 0.

2. Main construction

The main technical contribution of this paper is to show Theorem 1 for the case when the line consists of exactly 
n = 2k + 1 sites. For such a setting, the key lemma given below yields the cost separation of �(k) = �(log n). In the next 
section, we show how request grouping extends this result from the case of n = 2k + 1 sites to arbitrary values of k and n.

Lemma 2. Fix two integers 0 < �′ < � and a constant ε such that �′ = (1 −ε) ·�. Assume that the line consists of 2�+1 equidistant sites. 
There exists an input sequence on which the ratio between the costs of Opt(�) and Opt(�′) is at least � ·ε2 · (1 +ε)−1 · log−1

2 (1 + 1/ε).

We number the sites from 0 to 2� . For simplicity of the description, we associate times with request arrivals: all requests 
arrive only during a step between two consecutive integer times. For a single step, we will explicitly specify the positions 
of the requests arriving in this step but not their time ordering, which is irrelevant. (If needed, one may assume that they 
arrive in the increasing site numbering order.) The input sequence consists of phases, one of which we describe below. Then, 
any subsequent phase is “mirrored” with respect to the previous one, i.e., the description is identical except for reversing 
the site numbering.

The phase consists of 2� steps and it begins at time 0. Each request is either regular or auxiliary. Each regular request 
has a rank i from 0 to � − 1 and their positions are defined by the recursive construction of blocks described below.

For any integers q ∈ {1, . . . , �} and s ∈ {0, . . . , 2�−q − 1}, a (q, s)-block is a square portion of space–time, consisting of all 
times in (2q · s, 2q · (s + 1)] and all sites in (2q · s, 2q · (s + 1)], where q is called the rank of the block. For instance, the 
(�, 0)-block is the whole phase. Moreover, (q, s)-block contains two sub-blocks: the (q − 1, 2s)-block and the (q − 1, 2s +
1)-block, see Fig. 1. In each (q, s)-block a unique request of rank q − 1 arrives at site 2q · (s + 1) in the step following time 
2q · s; note that this request is not contained in any of its two sub-blocks. Graphically, it is near the top left corner of the 
block, and it is depicted as a disk in Fig. 1.

In turn, auxiliary requests are grouped in sets of � + 1 called anchors (squares in Fig. 1). For all j from 0 to 2� − 1, the 
j-th anchor arrives at site j in the step following time j.

Throughout the paper, any relative directions in the text pertain to this figure, e.g., “up” and “right” mean “with growing 
site numbers” and “forward in time”, respectively.

2.1. Upper bound on the cost of the optimal algorithm with a larger buffer

Let the basic trajectory (depicted as a thick line in Fig. 1) be the movement of a server that, for all j from 0 to 2� − 1, 
remains at site j throughout the step between the integer times j and j + 1, and moves directly from j to j + 1 at the 
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